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Fo r t h ose w h o l i ke t o k n o w w h e re t h ey a re g o i n g — A B i g P i c t u re . . .

Rebuilding America’s Economy by —
transitioning the U.S. Workforce to 21st Century, Industry
4.0 Skill Sets, while optimizing employees/supervisors/
managers’ intellectual capabilities, without disruption.

The U.S. Economy is broadcasting
an “SOS” — Loud and Clear

• U.S. K-16 schooling prepares the U.S. Labor
Force that produces the products/services that
support America. The “Result”: America has
lost 25% of its global marketshare since 2000.
America’s economy is “improving” because of
inflation, not sales. Unit sales/capita in the USA
are down. Closed/closing brick-and-mortar
stores’ traditional unit-sales far exceeded
internet sales growth — in both value and
volume/capita.

• U.S. inflation rates — as computed by the
Federal Reserve — are deceptive. The Fed
inflation rate of 1.5% –2 %/year is based on
“averaging”, not real-number arithmetic. For
instance: when the price of aluminum rises
2% and the price of Health Care rises 12%, the
Fed average inflation rate is 7%. The problem
is Consumers don’t buy aluminum. Consumers
must buy Health Care. The only inflation rate
that counts is end-user product inflation.
End-user products contain the costs of all
component parts, etc. The only inflation rate
that counts is Consumer Inflation.

• Our estimate of Consumer Inflation is based on
120 of the top items a consumer family of four,
living on $60,000/year, typically buys to survive.
That inflation rate has been 4.37%/year since
2000. Check your monthly budget over time
and see how we match up.

• The U.S. has the smallest percentage of
America’s productive Labor Force “employed”
in our Nation’s history. During 2018, The U.S.
has a 4% unemployment rate for the 78% of
the potential U.S. Labor Force that is actually
getting a paycheck (based on unadjusted real
numbers, U.S. Department of Labor statistics).
These numbers are unsustainable.

• The US is surviving on credit/debt (except for
high-tax, no-debt, 53% immigrant, 5th largest
economy in the world — California — where
K-14 schooling is free).

• The National Debt went up $1 Trillion during
2017–2018 (to $21 Trillion total). The U.S. Trade
Deficit has gone up $1 Billion in 2018 ($566
Billion/year). The interest rate that the U.S.
must pay to borrow the money that supports
the U.S. economy (based on the 10-year Trea-
sury Notes) has doubled in the last 6 years.

The Cause — Poor quality products
and poorer K–16 schooling

• Ford and GM are being driven from the U.S.
automotive marketplace because of their poor
quality vehicles. Poor quality is a direct result of
shareholder profit moving ahead of customer
satisfaction as a Corporate Priority. Not unique
to the automotive industry.

• The U.S. business community must start gener-
ating satisfied customers (Apple, Costco, Google,
Amazon, etc.), producing products/services that

generate a numerical profit and gainfully em-
ploying more Americans or the U.S. economy,
relying on U.S. K–16 Data-based schooling, will
continue to flush away the American Dream.

SOS Solution
• Ys Councils’ 4IR Prep is answering America’s

SOS — via the Science Of Schooling that will
build a smarter more competitive American
Workforce, while awarding Certificates/Creden-
tials to validate 21st Century 4IR > Industry 4.0
capabilities and competencies — that SciTech
A.I. Automation /quality control-driven employ-
ers will accept — ahead of conform/comply/
time/ tuition-purchased U.S. College Degrees.

• 4IR Prep’s New Kind of Schooling is all about
— resurrecting the American Dream that our
Founding Fathers envisioned and practiced,
and even gave us a Plan for achieving — so
Americans can once again become competent,
competitive producers in the 21st Century
Global marketplace. (16 weeks)

Americans now have a choice — To be or
not to be — Global economic competitors.

Regaining America’s
— Industrial Mojo

4IR Prep: “Enabling DIY 2-4C”
Competently, Constructively,

Competitively, Collaboratively

A NEW Kind of Schooling


